It’s been a hard day’s night...But it was worth every minute

Well, every history must come to an end, and my role as editor-in-chief of Revista Portuguesa de Pneumologia (RPP) is now nearly completed. Since 2013, I, and the other editors have had a difficult task managing an old and beloved journal at a new and demanding stage; the impact factor (IF), competing with the more recognized and cited respiratory journals. As we have stated several times in previous editorials, this has demanded a significant adjustment in the editorial policy, in order to adapt RPP to the current editorial proceedings. This tremendous task was faced by all of us with incredibly hard work and a determined and rigorous monitoring of all the components of an indexed IF journal. After all these years, although we have always had to be ambitious, I think that we managed to achieve all the objectives mentioned above. It is true that the progressive increase of our IF has brought us to our present score of 1.73 (Fig. 1), which is clearly below previous forecasts. It not just the value in itself, what is more important is the fact that this is not an isolated value, since the IF has had a steady evolution over the years, (0.355, 0.266, 0.562, 0.855, 1.167, 1.357, 1.56, 1.731) which is clearly expressed by the present 5-year IF value of 1.397, a score used by many academic institutions to evaluate medical journals and their papers (Fig. 2). Nationally, RPP is not only, for the sixth consecutive year, the medical journal with the highest IF, but also top of all the Portuguese scientific journals with IF. Once again, I want to thank and also to congratulate the previous editors-in-chief, Dr. Renato Sotto-Mayor who was responsible for the journal indexation and IF attribution by Thomson Reuters-ISI Web of Knowledge and Prof. Dr. João Carlos Winck who began the recent trajectory of the journal with the association with Elsevier and the adjustment of the editorial proceedings to the current standards. These accolades should also be extended to the Sociedade Portuguesa de Pneumologia Directory, specifically their most recent leaders, Prof. Segorbe Luís, Prof. Carlos Robalo Cordeiro and Prof. Venceslau Hespanhol who have always given enthusiastic support to the progress of the RPP. These results show us that we need to follow the path of continuous increase in the international visibility of the journal, which after the change of the toponomy to PULMONOLOGY must necessarily involve the attraction of international personalities to the editorial board of the journal. Once again, only with an internationally recognised and appreciated journal, will Portuguese respiratory research be able to generate the necessary impact to be considered by the global respiratory community. If we maintain the present rate of evolution, the journal IF will range and exceed the value of 2 in the next three years, which in the respiratory system corresponds to a level of high visibility, where there are medical journals which are widely recognized and considered by the most relevant respiratory investigators for the publication of their research. These should be, in our opinion, our main goals for the coming years. Based on this rationale, we need to understand that we must share the editing of the journal with international personalities who are recognized...
and respected by the respiratory scientific community and can guide PULMONOLOGY to higher publication standards and visibility. Following that adjustment of the editorial board we must also exhibit and publicize the journal at all the main international scientific meetings and appeal to the main scientific personalities in the respiratory field to participate and publish in our journal. Here again, as we have repeatedly stated in previous editorials, the main purpose of this approach is clearly to stimulate respiratory research through a highly visible and competitive scientific journal. (Fig. 3)

The editorial strategy has been sustained in recent years with a bimonthly publication including 1-2 editorials, 6 original papers and 8 research letters or letters to the editor. Until we reach a higher IF, that is above 2, on a regular basis, we cannot add more publications, specifically as far as original papers are concerned, since that would certainly have a negative effect on the present IF evolution. Last year we published accounted for 68.2% of Portuguese origin. The final papers are concerned, since we cannot add more publications, specifically as far as original papers and 8 research letters or letters to the editor.
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